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Abstract

Perovskite oxide heterostructures offer an important path forward for stabilizing and controlling

low-dimensional magnetism. One of the guiding design principles for these materials systems is

octahedral connectivity. In superlattices composed of perovskites with different crystal symmetries,

variation of the relative ratio of the constituent layers as well as the individual layer thicknesses

gives rise to non-equilibrium crystal symmetries that, in turn, lead to unprecedented control of

interfacial ferromagnetism. We have found that in superlattices of CaMnO3 (CMO) and LaNiO3

(LNO), interfacial ferromagnetism can be modulated by a factor of three depending on LNO and

CMO layer thicknesses as well as their relative ratio. Such an effect is only possible due to the non-

equilibrium crystal symmetries at the interfaces and can be understood in terms of the anisotropy

of the exchange interactions and modifications in the interfacial Ni-O-Mn and Mn-O-Mn bond

angles and lengths with increasing LNO layer thickness. These results demonstrate the potential

of engineering non-equilibrium crystal symmetries in designing ferromagnetism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metal perovskite oxides exhibit a wide range of ground states which are a

manifestation of the delicate balance of the lattice, charge, and spin degrees of freedom

in these materials. Competing interactions with similar energy scales mean that small

perturbations, be they external fields, pressure or other parameters, can give rise to large

changes in magnetic and electronic properties. In a transition metal perovskite oxide with

the ABO3 structure, BO6 octahedra form building blocks and their relative connectivity

can dramatically change its properties. In bulk single crystals, high pressure has been

used to substantially modify the ground states of some of these transition metal perovksite

oxides.1–5 More recently, there have been theoretical studies indicating that stabilizing new

crystal symmetries via octahedra rotation patterns in oxide heterostructures may give rise

to unexpected emergent behavior.6,7 For example, Rondinelli and Fennie have predicted

ferroelectricity in cation-ordered LaGaO3/YGaO3 superlattices due to stabilization of unique

octahedral rotation patterns.8

Due to their enhanced experimental signal arising from an increased number of inter-

faces, superlattices are model systems for exploring interfacial electronic and magnetic

phenomena that are driven by octahedral connectivity. In ferromagnetic systems such as

La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/Eu0.7Sr0.3MnO3, LaMnO3/SrTiO3, or La0.7Sr0.3MnO3, experimental studies

have shown that the magnetic properties are tunable through interfacial MnO6 octahedral

tilt and rotation.9–12 Grutter et al. have also attributed the suppression of emergent ferro-

magnetism in CaRuO3/CaMnO3 (CRO/CMO) superlattices to independent specific octa-

hedral rotation orientations.13 In these CRO/CMO superlattices, the relaxed strain state of

the superlattices meant that the superlattice layers could re-orient independently from one

another, thus modulating the ferromagnetism. By modifying octahedral connectivity, we can

stabilize crystal symmetries not observed in the bulk, thereby tuning interfacial magnetism.

In this paper, we show how octahedral connectivity can be used to stabilize non-

equilibrium crystal symmetries that can suppress or enhance interfacial ferromagnetism

in coherently strained LaNiO3/CaMnO3 (LNO)N/(CMO)M superlattices. We establish

that non-equilibrium crystal symmetries can be stabilized in superlattices composed of

constituent materials with different bulk crystal symmetries. We find that different non-

equilibrium crystal symmetries can be stabilized by varying the LNO and CMO layer
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thicknesses. In our superlattices, the magnitude of octahedral rotations in CMO is deter-

mined by the LNO layer thickness. However, the orientation of these octahedral rotations

in CMO is controlled by the CMO layer thickness. Together, these structural modifications

in LNO/CMO superlattices enable control of the interfacial ferromagnetic properties over a

large range of magnitudes, leading to enhanced ferromagnetism. This demonstrates that oc-

tahedral connectivity is a promising path forward for engineering interfacial ferromagnetism

at the nanoscale.

II. EXPERIMENT

To this end, we studied (LNO)N/(CMO)M superlattices on 5 mm2 x 0.5 mm (001) LaAlO3

(LAO) single crystal substrates, where N and M are the number of LNO unit cells and CMO

unit cells per superlattice period, respectively. Two sets of superlattices were grown with M

equal to 4 and 8 unit cells. For each M, N was varied from 2 to 8. To maintain comparable

overall thickness, M=4 superlattice periods were repeated 10 times, and M=8 superlattice

periods were repeated 8 times. Films were deposited using a 248 nm KrF laser pulsed at 1 Hz

with fluence of 1.3 J/cm2. The background pressure was 60 mTorr of O2 and the substrate

was heated to 700 ◦C. Unit cell growth was monitored in-situ via reflection high energy

electron diffraction (RHEED), for which intensity oscillations were observed for individual

layers of each superlattice, indicating smooth layer-by-layer growth.

III. STRUCTURE

Structural quality was characterized ex-situ using x-ray reflectivity (XRR), x-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD), and atomic force microscopy (AFM)14. XRR (Fig. 1b) was performed at

beamline 13-3 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource. 2θ-θ XRD scans (Fig.

1c) were performed at beamline 12ID-D at the Advanced Photon Source and indicate clear

superlattice Bragg peaks and superlattice period thickness fringes. Visibility of total thick-

ness fringes and superlattice Bragg peaks demonstrates high sample crystalline quality and

layering. AFM of the superlattices reveals a surface roughness of less than a unit cell, con-

sistent with the smooth growth of CMO and LNO at these conditions. Therefore XRR,

XRD, and AFM all confirm high quality and precise control of the superlattice growth in
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FIG. 1. (Color online.) (a) Schematic of out-of-phase rotations (top) and in-phase rotations

(bottom). The direction of the rotation axis is into the paper. (b) Specular x-ray reflectometry

scan showing typical reflectivity profile of a N=4, M=4 superlattice. Determination of superlattice

period via superlattice Bragg peaks is within 3% agreement with the calculated value. (c) 2θ-θ

scan around the (002) LaAlO3 (LAO) peak. Superlattice (SL) Bragg peaks and superlattice period

thickness fringes are clearly seen, indicating high structural quality.

this study.

Reciprocal space maps of the (103) diffraction peaks reveal that both the CMO and LNO

layers are coherently strained to the underlying LAO substrates in all of our superlattices.

It is important to note that LAO forms a rhombohedral crystal lattice in the bulk with

a pseudocubic lattice parameter of a=3.798 Å. LNO also has a rhombohedral unit cell

that can be approximated by a pseudocubic lattice parameter of a=3.85 Å.15 CMO has

an orthorhombic unit cell that can be approximated by a pseudocubic lattice parameter of

a=3.73 Å.16 In perovskite oxides, octahedral rotations are largely responsible for the various

crystal symmetries that exist in compounds. For example, rhombohedral LNO has a−a−a−

rotations, using Glazer notation.17 In this notation − refers to out-of-phase rotations while

+ refers to in-phase rotations. On the other hand, CMO has a−a−c+ rotations with in-phase

rotations along the c direction. Figure 1a illustrates the in-phase and out-of-phase rotations

of these oxygen octahedra. Coherent strain therefore may impose a non-equilibrium unit

cell and non-equilibrium octahedral rotations in the CMO and LNO layers depending on

their relative thicknesses.
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FIG. 2. (Color online.) (a) X-ray diffractogram of (1
2

3
2
2) half-order Bragg peak due to out-

of-plane, in-phase rotations in CMO=4 u.c. superlattices. As LNO layer thickness N increases,

in-phase CMO rotations decrease and eventually disappear. (b) X-ray diffractogram of (1
2
0 3

2
)

half-order Bragg peak due to in-plane, in-phase rotations in CMO=8 u.c. superlattices. As LNO

layer thickness N increases, in-phase CMO rotations decrease and nearly disappear by N=8. M=4

superlattice (dashed line) is included to show lack of in-phase IP rotations in M=4 superlattices.

To probe how coherent strain modifies the CMO and LNO atomic structures in the super-

lattices, we examined half-order x-ray diffraction peaks at beamline 12ID-D of the Advanced

Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. For perovskite oxides, differences in bond

angles, bond lengths and crystal symmetries can be described in terms of how the oxygen

octahedra are rotated and tilted relative to one another; this is sometimes referred to as

octahedral connectivity. This connectivity can be analyzed in terms of the existence and

intensities of half-order diffraction peaks.17–19 Here we examine (half half integer)-type peaks

[e.g. (1/2 3/2 2)], which are uniquely associated with the in-phase rotation found only in

CMO of these material constituents. The integer index corresponds to the axis of in-phase

rotations.9,17,19 The intensity of the half-order peaks is proportional to the magnitude of the

rotation.9,17–20 These diffraction peaks (Fig. 2), and therefore the associated structural ac-

commodations, are distinctly different for the M=4 and M=8 superlattices, thereby affecting

the interfacial ferromagnetism in different ways.
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For M=4 superlattices, Fig. 2a presents the evolution of the (1
2

3

2
2) half-order diffraction

peak, which corresponds to the c+-type, out-of-plane, in-phase rotation in CMO.9,17 As the

LNO thickness increases, the intensity of the in-phase rotations is reduced. It eventually

disappears entirely by N=8. We also found throughout all M=4 samples that there are no

in-plane, in-phase rotations associated with the (0 1

2

3

2
) and (1

2
0 3

2
) peaks (dashed line in

Fig. 2b). Thus in the thin CMO regime, the growth axis is the preferred in-phase axis.

From this data, we can conclude that increasing the LNO layer thickness diminishes

the out-of-plane, in-phase rotations in CMO, possibly imposing the LNO a−a−a− out-of-

phase rotation pattern throughout the LNO and CMO layers of the superlattice. Unlike

for in-phase rotations, there is no unique out-of-phase rotation half-order diffraction peak,17

and LAO and LNO both exhibit out-of-phase rotations. Therefore we cannot attribute a

single peak intensity to a−a−a− rotations in CMO using x-ray diffraction. As a result, it is

not possible to definitively determine whether the LNO rhombohedral a−a−a− symmetry is

established in the CMO or whether the CMO simply loses its in-phase rotations, resulting

in a−a−c0 rotations. At a minimum the in-phase rotations have been unrotated.

Changes in rotation pattern are accommodated via changes in Mn-O-Mn bond length

as well as angle. This is due to the simple geometric relationship between the bond angle,

rotation angle, and the resulting lattice constant.17,21 As the out-of-plane, in-phase CMO

rotations unrotate, the perpendicular in-plane bond angles must straighten. As a result, the

Mn-Mn distance is now larger, thus increasing the unit cell spacing. However, as confirmed

via reciprocal space mapping, these superlattices are coherently strained to the substrate.

Therefore the in-plane lattice constant is fixed. Hence, straightening of the CMO in-plane

bond angles must be accompanied by a corresponding shortening of the in-plane Mn-O

bond lengths. A similar correlation between bond angle and bond length has been observed

in LMO/STO superlattices.9 These modifications to the Mn-O bond are expected to have

significant consequences for the exchange interactions at the interface.6,9,22,23

For M=8 superlattices, we do not observe peaks at the (1
2

3

2
2) half-order diffraction

index. Therefore, unlike M=4 superlattices, M=8 superlattices do not possess out-of-plane,

in-phase rotations. By investigating (0 1

2

3

2
) and (1

2
0 3

2
) type peaks, we find that the in-phase

rotation axis of M=8 superlattices is oriented in-plane, with equal preference for the (1 0 0)

((0 1

2

3

2
) half order peak) and (0 1 0) ((1

2
0 3

2
) half order peak) axes. This finding is consistent

with the preferred orthorhombic growth direction observed in manganite thin films24 and
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FIG. 3. (Color online.) LNO layer thickness dependence of (LNO)N/(CMO)M superlattice satu-

rated magnetic moment at 7 T and 10 K. (LNO)N/(CMO)4 superlattices with M=4 (black circles)

exhibit a nearly constant Msat at low N and increasing Msat with N>5. Superlattices with M=8

(red squares) exhibit nearly a constant Msat across the full range of LNO thicknesses.

suggests that the stabilization of out-of-plane in-phase orientation for M=4 superlattices

may be a finite size effect in the ultra-thin regime. The evolution of the (1
2
0 3

2
) peak as a

function of LNO layer thickness is shown in Fig. 2b. For M=8 superlattices, even though the

CMO in-phase rotations are oriented in-plane instead of out-of-plane, increasing N has the

same effect of straightening the in-phase rotations. By N=8, M=8, the in-phase rotations

nearly have disappeared.

IV. MAGNETISM

Bulk magnetization measurements revealed ferromagnetic signal for all superlattices.

Samples were measured at 10 K in fields up to 7 T using a SQUID magnetometer. Sat-

urated magnetic moments for each superlattice are summarized in Fig. 3. The diamagnetic

and paramagnetic substrate backgrounds were subtracted using a linear and Brillouin func-

tion, respectively.25 Furthermore, a small additional high temperature ferromagnetic con-

tribution was observed which is consistent with previous studies on commercially available

perovskite oxide substrate.25–27 This ferromagnetic contamination has been observed to be

temperature independent below room temperature25 and was subtracted from the saturated
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magnetic moment presented in Fig. 3. The saturated magnetic moment has been normal-

ized to the number of interfacial Mn ions for comparison with previous work on CMO-based

superlattices.13,28–31 In light of the interesting finding of exchange bias in (111)-oriented

LNO/LMO superlattices,32 we note that these samples do not exhibit exchange bias. This

is not unexpected since CMO is a G-type antiferromagnet and so along the (001) CMO

planes, the Mn spins are fully compensated in contrast to the (111) CMO planes, which are

completely uncompensated.

Interfacial ferromagnetism in LNO/CMO has been explained by a double-exchange based

model of interfacial ferromagnetism where a small amount of electrons from the metallic LNO

layer leak into the interfacial CMO layer and induce ferromagnetism.31,33 In this scenario,

the CMO layer determines the ferromagnetic properties via Mn4+-Mn3+ double exchange.33

While the presence of ferromagnetism in metallic superlattices is consistent with the electron

leakage scenario,31,33,34 there are two features in our M=4 and M=8 samples that are un-

explained by this model alone: (1) at low N (N≤4), M=8 superlattices have approximately

double the saturated magnetic moment of the M=4 superlattices and (2) at large N (N>5),

the saturated magnetic moment of M=8 superlattices is constant, while the saturated mag-

netic moment of the M=4 superlattices strongly depends on the LNO layer thicknesses.

These results contrast with previous studies of electron-leakage-based interfacial ferromag-

netism, in which the magnitude of the interfacial ferromagnetism was found to be constant

with thickness variations.28,30

Since the interfacial double exchange model depends on electronic properties of the LNO

layer, we performed electronic transport measurements to characterize the superlattice con-

ductivity. Figure 4 shows resistivity versus temperature of M=8 N=2, 4, 6 superlattices

from 5–200 K. A 23 nm thick film of LNO grown under the same conditions is provided

for comparison. M=4 superlattices are omitted for clarity, but show a similar trend. For

M=4 and M=8 superlattices, there is a metal-insulator transition at N=4 unit cells, with

N≥4 superlattices being metallic, albeit with a low temperature minimum consistent with

previous LaNiO3 thin films.35 While all superlattices with N<4 are insulating, they are still

magnetic.36 This means that at low N, an additional interfacial ferromagnetic mechanism

must be operative. The most likely mechanism is a Ni-O-Mn superexchange interaction that

we have described in more detail elsewhere.34 Since the M=4 and M=8 superlattices have

similar resistivity behavior, the transport data does not explain the difference in magnetic
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FIG. 4. (Color online.) Temperature dependence from 10-200 K of superlattice resistivity for

M=8 N=2,4,6 superlattices. Included is temperature dependence from 5-200 K of LNO thin film

resistivity for comparison. Metal-insulator transition at N=4 with minima in ultra-thin metallic

films and a gradual approach to bulk LNO value are observed, consistent with previous results.31,35

moment between M=4 and M=8 superlattices at low N nor does it explain the difference in

magnetic moment trends as a function of LNO layer thickness.

V. DISCUSSION

We must therefore turn to alternative explanations for the observed ferromagnetism.

Given the evolution of the structural data as a function of N for M=4, a closer look at the

relationship between structural and magnetic properties in these superlattices is warranted.

We propose a model based on tuning octahedral rotations that depends on the interfacial

alignment between LNO and CMO. Figure 5a illustrates this alignment and the differences

between M=4 and M=8 superlattices. In addition to the magnetization data, Fig. 5b,c

depict the x-ray intensity of the in-phase rotation peaks with a calculated line that assumes

a constant change (δ) in the in-phase rotation angle for each additional LNO unit cell added

to the superlattice. With respect to the influence of the octahedral rotations on the trend of

magnetization, it is most important to consider relative changes in the rotation angles rather

than absolute angles, which require extensive measurements and may not have the accuracy

needed to examine layer-by-layer changes.19 Utilizing BIOVIA Materials Studio,37 we use a
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FIG. 5. (Color online.) (a) Hypothetical interfacial alignment for M=4 and M=8 superlattices

demonstrating M=8 mismatch due to in-plane orthorhombic orientation. (b) X-ray intensity of (1
2

3
2
2) half-order Bragg peak due to out-of-plane, in-phase rotations in CMO=4 u.c. superlattices

(left axis). As LNO layer thickness N increases, in-phase CMO rotations decrease and eventually

disappear. The calculated line shows expected intensity for a constant decrease in the rotation

angle with increasing LNO layer thickness. Saturated magnetic moment (right axis) increases once

the double-exchange interaction is dominant. (b) X-ray intensity of (1
2
0 3

2
) half-order Bragg peak

due to in-plane, in-phase rotations in CMO=8 u.c. superlattices (left axis). As LNO layer thickness

N increases, in-phase CMO rotations decrease and nearly disappear by N=8. The calculated line

shows the experimental data is well fit to the same model as M=4, with the addition of a constant

intensity offset due to interfacial mismatch.

model in which the in-phase rotation angle starts at some initial value and changes linearly

with LNO layer thickness, i.e. each additional LNO layer reduces the in-phase rotation

angle by an amount δ. We now discuss the correlation between this x-ray data and the

magnetization data in more depth.

For M=4 superlattices, as the thickness of the LNO metallic layer is increased from

N=5 to N=8, the saturated moment per interfacial Mn shows a drastic increase (i.e., more

than triples). In CRO/CMO, the saturated magnetic moment has been found to be con-

stant with thickness.28,30 Consequently, even though double-exchange ferromagnetism exists

in the metallic superlattices, the increasing saturated magnetic moment is not sufficiently

explained merely by the existence of interfacial itinerant electron-based double exchange
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interaction due to the adjacent metallic layer. As mentioned previously, it is known for per-

ovskite oxides that changes in octahedral rotations modify the M-O-M bond angles and bond

lengths and that these effects can impact the magnetic properties. Within this context, a

possible explanation for the observed magnetic trend is enhancement of the interfacial double

exchange mechanism as a result of the stabilization of non-equilibrium crystal symmetries.

The modification of the CMO symmetry to reduce the orthorhombic distortion may enhance

the interfacial double exchange mechanism. One possible reason for this modification is the

influence of biaxial strain from the LAO substrate, which leads to a monoclinic distortion in

bulk LNO with out-of-plane rotations that are much larger than the in-plane rotations.18 On

the other hand, epitaxially strained CMO on LAO is predicted to have large in-plane and

out-of-plane rotations.21 As the LNO thickness increases and the CMO adopts the a−a−c0

pattern, the out-of-plane, in-phase rotation angle is reduced. Reducing the out-of-plane

rotation angle has the effect of increasing the in-plane M-O-M bond angle.17,20 Increasing

the in-plane Mn-O-Mn bond angles would enhance the double-exchange interaction between

Mn4+-Mn3+ ions.9,23 This symmetry change in the CMO layer can be easily accommodated

across the interface because changes to the out-of-plane rotations affect the in-plane rotation

angles.

In addition to explaining the trend of increasing magnetization at N>5, the symmetry

change from a−a−c+ to a−a−c0 is also consistent with constant magnetization in N=2-5

superlattices. Changes to the out-of-plane rotations from increasing LNO layer thickness do

not strongly influence the apical oxygens across the LNO–CMO interface. Only rotations

angles perpendicular to the rotation axes (i.e. in-plane rotation angles) are affected. Since

the rotations along the out-of-plane axis are able to freely rotate, leaving the apical oxy-

gens undisturbed, the dominant mechanism at low N—Ni-O-Mn superexchange across the

interface—is unaffected.

However, turning to the M=8 superlattices, one observes that the LNO layer thickness

has little influence on the magnetic moment. In other words, even though the LNO layer

leads to a similar reduction in the CMO in-phase rotation, it does not result in a similar

increase in magnetic moment. This suggests that while the crystal symmetry control via

LNO layer thickness is important for determining magnetic properties, it depends critically

on the CMO orthorhombic orientation, which is determined by the CMO layer thickness. In

M=8 superlattices, the CMO orthorhombic axis is in-plane, which means reductions in the
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in-phase rotations should directly affect the interfacial apical oxygens. In these superlattices,

one may expect changes in the in-phase rotations in CMO to modify the Ni-O-Mn bond

angle. However, since no change is observed in the saturated magnetic moment of these

samples, the superexchange and double-exchange mechanisms must be unaffected. Thus,

the interface Ni-O-Mn and Mn-O-Mn bond angles are similarly unaffected.

One possible scenario then, is that the CMO interface maintains a constant and distinct

rotation pattern from the interior of the CMO layer. Constant and distinct interfacial

distortions previously have been observed in La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 and SrRuO3 thin films.38,39

As the majority of the CMO unrotates with increasing LNO layer thickness, the interface

maintains its structural state. For the x-ray intensity in Fig. 5c, this would be the equivalent

to a constant offset in the modulation of the x-ray intensity with LNO thickness. Indeed,

from Fig. 5c we find that the x-ray data for M=8 superlattices matches well with this

model. These results suggest that in the M=8 superlattices, the interface may adopt a

distinct structural state, separate from the CMO and LNO rotation patterns. Interfacial

octahedral distortions are associated with the apical oxygen locations.39 From Fig. 5a, it

is clear that there is a mismatch in the preferred apical oxygen locations across the M=8

LNO/CMO interface that is not present in the M=4 LNO/CMO interface. The apical

oxygen mismatch in M=8 superlattices arises from the crystal symmetry mismatch at this

interface and leads to the distorted interface. This intermediate interfacial state, arising from

the in-plane CMO orthorhombic orientation (M=8 superlattices), results in lower tunability

of the ferromagnetism within this LNO thickness range compared to that arising from the

out-of-plane CMO orthorhombic orientation (M=4 superlattices). However, this interfacial

state in M=8 superlattices also leads to a higher saturated magnetic moment at low N.

The dependence of the magnetic moment evolution on the orientation of the CMO in-

phase rotation axis (out-of-plane for M=4 and in-plane for M=8) suggests that the transi-

tion from a−a−c+ to a−a−c0 may be accommodated differently than the transition from

a−c+a− or c+a−a− to a−c0a− or c0a−a−, respectively. In fact, modulations in magne-

tization at symmetry-mismatched interfaces has been previously observed in CRO/CMO

superlattices.13 These results suggest that symmetry mismatch may be a more general

method for manipulating interfacial ferromagnetism. Further studies are needed to un-

derstand exactly how the interface accommodates the transition from CMO-type rotations

to LNO-type rotations. One critical tuning parameter may be the N/M ratio. For M=4
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superlattices, the increase in magnetization is not observed until N/M=3/2, while for M=8

superlattices, we only investigated up to N/M=1. In this thickness regime, while Fig. 2b

demonstrates that the intensity of the CMO in-phase rotation in M=8 superlattices is nearly

diminished by N=8, a small, broad peak is still apparent. It is clear from comparison of the

XRD intensities that the M=8 CMO in-phase rotations are much more strongly diminished

by N/M=1 than those in the M=4 case. However, this remnant intensity supports the as-

sertion that the CMO rotations for M=8 and N=8 are in some intermediate state due to

difficulty in accommodating changes in phase and magnitude of the in-plane c+ rotation.

VI. SUMMARY

By investigating superlattices with 4 and 8 u.c. of CMO across a range of LNO layer

thickness, we have demonstrated that the stabilization of non-equilibrium crystal symme-

tries of a material via heteroepitaxy can give rise to a wide range of interfacial ferromagnetic

responses via octahedral connectivity. We find that the LNO thickness controls the mag-

nitude of the CMO in-phase rotations, and the CMO thickness determines the rotation

orientation. Moreover, LNO layer thicknesses approaching 8 u.c. suppress the orthorhom-

bic symmetry of the CMO layers. Our studies indicate that differences in the emergent

ferromagnetic behavior of superlattices with 4 and 8 u.c. of CMO is the result of how the

anisotropic octahedral rotations influence the strength of the anisotropic ferromagnetic ex-

change interactions at the LNO-CMO interface and demonstrates the complex interplay of

in-phase and out-of-phase rotations on the functional properties. This understanding of the

relationship between crystal symmetry and interfacial ferromagnetism is important for the

future development of oxide based electronics and spintronics.
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